Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a global health burden. CKD originally indicates a high-risk state of future hemodialysis and is now known as an independent contributor to cardiovascular disease and stroke. According to a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, stroke risk increases linearly and additively with declining glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and increasing albuminuria\(^1\). In the last decade, several studies with medium sample sizes reported a significant association between CKD and stroke outcomes\(^2\)-\(^4\). However, there have been little data showing the association within a large-scale population-based setting.

In the present study, Nugroho and colleagues assessed the association between admission estimated GFR (eGFR) and acute stroke outcomes, including patients with and without renal replacement therapy, using the Shiga Stroke Registry\(^5\). The Shiga Stroke Registry is a multicenter, population-based, stroke registry covering all stroke cases in Shiga Prefecture (population: 1.4 million). They showed that low eGFR (\(<45\) vs. \(60–89\) mL/min/1.73 m\(^2\)) was independently associated with in-hospital death and at-discharge death/disability (modified Rankin Scale 2–6) in ischemic stroke using a large-scale population-based database. Patients with renal replacement therapy had about a five-fold increased risk of in-hospital death compared with those with eGFR \(60–89\) mL/min/1.73 m\(^2\) in hemorrhagic stroke. Interestingly, they found that high eGFR (\(>90\) vs. \(60–89\) mL/min/1.73 m\(^2\)) was positively associated with at-discharge death/disability in ischemic stroke. They also conducted a sensitivity analysis using a modified Rankin Scale 3–6 as the unfavorable outcome and found similar trends. The strong point of this study was that a large-scale population-based database was used and they included patients with and without renal replacement therapy. The weak points in this study were as follows. The Japan Coma Scale (JCS) is not familiar to people, except for Japanese physicians and researchers, although the JCS is a well-validated scale for predicting stroke outcome. In addition, the timing of the outcome (modified Rankin Scale) measure was not uniform because an at-discharge outcome was used.

As the authors have mentioned, the mechanism underlying the relationship between renal function and poor stroke outcome has not been clearly understood. Because CKD and stroke share cardiovascular risk factors and these patients are likely to have multiple risk factors, an overlap of traditional risk factors (aging, hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, obesity, and smoking) and nontraditional risk factors (chronic inflammation, asymmetric dimethylarginine, oxidative stress, sympathetic nerve overactivity, thrombogenic factors, and hyperhomocysteinemia) could trigger large infarcts with severe clinical symptoms and a tendency to stroke progression\(^6\). Albuminuria is associated with increased inflammatory cytokines and oxidative stress, which could cause excessive vascular damage, hemorrhagic transformation, and cerebral edema. Furthermore, fatal and unfavorable functional outcomes in patients with CKD might be partly attributed to acute kidney injury because CKD is a predictor of acute kidney injury. Although there are some studies showing a significant association between high eGFR and cardiovascular events in non-stroke patients\(^7\),\(^8\), the association between high eGFR and unfavorable outcome is still inconclusive, and we need more data in acute stroke.

Now, we recognize that CKD is an independent outcome predictor of stroke outcome. Although the authors have discussed that a more vigilant manage-
ment of acute stroke patients with CKD is warranted, there is no evidence to show what the effective management is so far. I hope that safe and effective managements for stroke patients with CKD will be developed and established in the near future.
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